Analysis of the Perfect Crime.
Release 1.0 Master 25.07.2020

How Secret Societies, Compromised and Leveraged Men & Women will assist to commit Genocide,
Democide and Murder many of The United Kingdom population by stealth. This is either knowingly
or unknowingly in both their Corporate and Personal Capacity.
Ignorance is NO excuse in LAW. You are now informed.
Case reference: The Nuremburg trials as a point of discussion. http://nuremberg.law.harvard.edu/
NOTICE Attached. 5G – Vaccination NOTICE.
Blog details recorded for public awareness with supporting evidence:
Blog Title. Analysis of The Perfect Crime - A True Story – With A Twist
Draft Statement of Truth Version (Affidavit - legalese) 0.9: https://bit.ly/375FW7A

1. 2006/7 – 2012. I witnessed first-hand constructed mortgage fraud GMP Reference, Cyclops
1146/12. Mortgage fraud was allowed to be committed and covered up by FSA/ FCA, Police,
Economic Crime Unit’s and Politicians. This was recorded in the media under Dylan Harvey
Group property developer failure. Toby Whittacker MD. 5000 properties £40,000 over
valuation on average per property. £200 Million Bank Mortgage Securities, Constructed
Fraud. With a wider long term view to destabilising the UK economy. Statistics from 1970’s
onward indicate economic decline through planned mismanagement of internal UK affairs.
2. In early October 2018, I provided the evidence and case studies that constructed fraud was
widespread across the UK specifically in the mortgage and Mortgage Backed Securities
sectors. Kevin Hollinrake MP, Thirsk & Malton requested that I meet with APPG Banking’s
Exec Director Heather Buchanan and MP Mike Kane, Sale East & Wythenshawe, witnessed
by James Ventress, APPG Banking staff member. Portcullis House Westminster 16.10.2018.
3. Key points from meeting 16.10.18:
a. Systemic banking securities fraud was/ is still taking place across the UK.
b. Land Registry was 82.7% incorrect. As a result of failing to update Title deed details
against assets and property sold to Bank created, Special Purpose Vehicles.
c. Estimated £1.8 Trillion in SDLT payments @ 4% was owed to Public Purse by UK,
Overseas and Foreign Banks operating in UK territories.
d. This has technically resulted in 10.2 Million mortgages being paid off and Banks still
taking payments fraudulently. Effectively this is double dipping on payments from
customers as Banks Do NOT Lend Money. Banks manage and sell securities.
e. Evidence provided of massive cover up at FSA/ FCA, SFO, Police and regulatory level.
f. Regulators and The City involved in covering up – confirmed by Amber Rudd’s
communication to Katy Bourne. Police and Crime Commissioner Sussex. Affidavit 0.9
g. Emails between MPs, others, I was copied on or had forwarded. Many are aware of
the systemic fraud and consequences. Document copies available.
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h. Kevin Hollinrake MP addressed then PM – Theresa May on these matters 10.10.18 in
the House of Commons after SME Alliance members had provided further hard
evidence of constructed Banking Fraud ignored for decades. A few of the case
studies are recorded in Spank The Banker. https://www.spankthebankerfilm.com/
i. https://twitter.com/i/status/1050041387058630658
j. It was agreed that Mike Kane MP should ask a question set in the House of
Commons of Treasury Minister, John Glen, responsible for Regulator activities FSA/
FCA, HMRC and HM Treasury as all fraud was pointing at these departments high
level of influence in the activities being initiated and covered up.

4. 30.11.18. I met Mike Kane in his office at the Forum in Wythenshawe by arrangement to
cover the high level set of questions that were to be asked as agreed with APPG Banking’s
Exec Director, Heather Buchanan. Mike Kane acted as if this knowledge was new to him,
we’d also exchanged emails via his office staff between the dates 16.10 and 30.11. On recap
of the conversation 16.10.18 it was clear that Mike Kane had NO intention of raising any
questions as the severity of the situation and that the fact that the UK economy was being
wrecked by an internal force protecting the rogue banking system and rigged processes was
far too much for him to handle or expose. He stood up and started raising his voice calling
me a Conspiracy Theorist and an Anti-Semite. The House of Commons is televised and the
fact the UK was being brought down by internal cover ups and Bank Fraud couldn’t go public
on TV?
I informed Mike Kane that this situation was backed by hard evidence and also I had Jewish
friends but they didn’t go around robbing and murdering people as the people that were
covered in the conversation were manipulating Government and taking people’s lives
needed to be dealt with according to UK Law.
Mike Kane’s actions and non-compliance with APPG Banking’s request proved the cover up
to MP and PM level and those who operate within the House of Commons and Westminster.
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5. From 2009 – Date I researched and read more on Common Law as after running two Group
Actions 2007 – 12 which resulted in the Companies that we were to take action against
failing. This was due to Dylan Harvey Group going into administration then prohibitive entry
legal costs identifying constructed fraud against the bank processes, it became clear that
cover ups within Police, Serious Fraud Office and the Regulators, a greater problem was
deeply engrained in the UK Legal, Judicial, Policing and now Political system that could not
be sorted by money alone.
6. My background is Business Analysis and Project Management and finding solutions to
Business Problems. I took it on myself to work out the business problem and a personal
solution alongside the experience of others that had similar journeys as what was on clear
display was fraud and manipulation of those who were acting in a public capacity also a duty
of care to the public and many were public servants having taken an oath of office.
7. During the research of Common Law and The British Constitution I became involved with
Common Law Courts and The British Constitution Group where many of the answers began
to become clearer in order to restore Law and Order to a system that was now rogue against
the people of the United Kingdom. https://www.commonlawcourt.com/
https://www.britishconstitutiongroup.com/
8. After having researched the background on Greg Hallett’s claim on the UK throne through
video recordings and then speaking with him. Also knowing through Common Law Courts
that Elizabeth Windsor was NOT crowned on the Stone of Destiny/ Scone there was an
opportunity to test the mechanism by which disorder, murder and corruption had been
allowed to take place in the UK, top down under a false notion of Democracy, touted by
Lord’s, MP’s and PM’s since the 1970’s and well before.
9. On 23.10.19 I conferenced John Smith of Common Law Courts International, Greg Hallett
and myself plus two witnesses to explore the Statement of Truth, Affidavit process. The
objective was for Greg to test the Monarchy of the United Kingdom. UK Sovereignty was
being eroded and lost through acts of treason. All documents are recorded with Common
Law Courts International and available on Greg’s website. FCO 30/1048 documentation
relating to The Ted Heath administration falsely taking the UK into the Common Market
should be understood fully. Fraud, Theft and Treason the crimes committed against the
people and their Sovereignty, defence of the UK as a Nation was at risk. PESCO etc.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Permanent_Structured_Cooperation
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/fco-30-1048-loss-of-sovereignty-defence-5g
https://www.kingof.uk/, https://www.kingof.uk/documents-legal/
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/defence-related
10. By 31.3.20 the final affidavit process document was witnessed and signed identifying the
false bloodline of the Royals and that Elizabeth Windsor was a 3/16 Rothschild through
illegitimate birth. The Crown and all Acts, Statutes and Treaties had been falsely signed in
full knowledge of a corrupt Privy Council, Lords and manipulated MPs. The illegitimacy could
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be traced back to events around 1815 and the manipulation of the Crown bloodline after
Waterloo. This is explained fully within other available source documents.
https://www.commonlawcourt.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Document-3.pdf
https://www.kingof.uk/documents-legal/statement-of-claim-in-support-of-joseph-gregoryhallett-declares-patent-ambiguity-of-queen-elizabeth-ii-s-royal-style-and-titles-5-april-2020rfs
11. On Thursday the 9th of July 2020, Joseph Gregory Hallett had three major documents
witnessed by 22, 24 and 26 men and women, confirming the Courts of England and Wales
null and void, and the Common Law Courts of Britain & International, the superior court,
having remained open throughout the lock-down, and remained honest through the most
testing of circumstance.
It was accepted that the Courts of England and Wales have been involved in profiting from
Human Trafficking and Drug Trafficking, and therefore were no longer acting as a court.
The presented documents of 44 pages, 16 pages were witnessed and signed by 22 and 24
men and women ... followed by the Proclamation of Certified Ratification for the Legal
Sanction Certificate to the Kingdoms, and King of the Kingdoms – all defined – for Joseph
Gregory Hallett as King John III.

12. Research, reading and peer group discussion identified Silent Weapons Quiet Wars, being a
blueprint or manual for Corporate Psychopaths to implement harm, loss and injury without
thought for humanity through the acts of genocide based upon the false narrative that
global overpopulation and the inability of mankind to think a problem through where the
supply and demand of products and services had to be managed by the so called elites, gave
them the right to cull populations. The cull numbers are expressed through Deagel.com, The
Georgia Guide Stones and the mechanism being Vaccines, Microwave Technologies and the
calculated or intentional spread of manufactured disease. This lead me to Moot Hall,
Newcastle on 16th May 2019. Mark Steele v Gateshead Council.
https://www.syti.net/GB/SilentWeaponsGB.html#
https://www.syti.net/GB/SilentWeaponsGB.html#anchor235589

Since most of the general public will not exercise restraint, there are only two
alternatives to reduce the economic inductance of the system.
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(1) Let the populace bludgeon each other to death in war, which will only result
in a total destruction of the living earth.
(2) Take control of the world by the use of economic "silent weapons" in a form
of "quiet warfare" and reduce the economic inductance of the world to a safe level
by a process of benevolent slavery and genocide.
The latter option has been taken as the obviously better option. At this point it
should be crystal clear to the reader why absolute secrecy about the silent
weapons is necessary. The general public refuses to improve its own mentality
and its faith in its fellow man. It has become a herd of proliferating barbarians,
and, so to speak, a blight upon the face of the earth.
They do not care enough about economic science to learn why they have not been
able to avoid war despite religious morality, and their religious or self-gratifying
refusal to deal with earthly problems renders the solution of the earthly problem
un reachable to them.
It is left to those few who are truly willing to think and survive as the fittest to
survive, to solve the problem for themselves as the few who really care.
Otherwise, exposure of the silent weapon would destroy our only hope of
preserving the seed of the future true humanity...
13. Mark Steele, a Defence Energy Weapons expert had identified LED Street lighting and 5G
Frequency Bands were Defence or Military bands and were being deployed in a fashion that
would intentionally harm the public. This was once again covered up by false narratives at
FCC regulatory level. I attended Moot Hall and recognised the importance as my background
was originally radio and radar qualifying as a radio officer in the merchant navy. I know the
damage that can be done when individuals are exposed to these signal types. This was
known, recorded and taught in the 1970s and further investigative work in this area has
been recorded since. The technology, frequency bands and method of implementation are
designed to cause harm, injury and control of the population at the very least:
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/history-of-icnirp-guidelines-flemming-blichen-parts1-to-5 Further Resources: https://www.5gmediawatch.com/
https://www.exeter.ac.uk/news/featurednews/title_655460_en.html
14. Emails to identify the genocide, 2019 and Freedom of Information Requests were placed
with MP Mike Kane, GMCA and Trafford Council with case studies where masts were
radiating over 15 to 30 times, emitted signal power multiples, 24 hours a day 7 days a week.
Three examples in Trafford, Broadheath, Hale Barnes and Timperley. Whalley Range in
Manchester and Salford Media City where the Vodafone Hub radiates 6000mV/mtr 24/7.
There are many others. The safe level for humanity is 200mV/mtr for 6 minutes per day
maximum. Those in close proximity of the array catchment area’s will get microwave
radiation poisoning which is also termed Kawasaki disease in young children. Reading where
these toxic technologies have done the harm most and recorded can be found on the
microwaved veteran’s website for reference. Watching 5G The Apocalypse extinction event
is recommended as all parties were informed of this 2019 and early 2020. The technologies
deployed, whose authority and responsibility were questioned. Poor quality and no
information of benefit was passed by the GMCA FOIA team. Reference sites/ blog posts:
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https://www.microwavedvets.com/ https://www.microwavedvets.com/virus
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/trafford-gmca-6000mv-mtr-hale-village
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/hale-village-why-the-historic-tree-was-axed
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/foi-745432-5g-installs-gmca-during-lockdown
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/trafford-gmca-foi-responses-5g-the-truth
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/building-towards-govt-endorsed-genocide-mikekane-mp-informed-june-2019-he-did-nothing
15. In April 2020 News 4 Trafford reported: Whistle blower confirms 5G must be halted due to
thousands of deaths around the world. https://bit.ly/30D8h2l

This confirms the knowledge is now with Trafford Council and therefore within GMCA and its
Councillors and staff members. It affects all and begs the question why are Trafford and
GMCA member councils still allowing the GMCA public to be radiated. Who is controlling the
narrative that “Nothing Can Be Done” as a Whalley Range, Labour MP stated or Who is
compromised, leveraged or it’s members are of organisations that are implementing the
New World Order, Agenda 21, Agenda 2030 initiatives be they Freemasons, Common
Purpose, Tavistock Institute or of a similar persuasion caught within the Westminster
silenced, Rothschild initiated paedophile trap. Corporate manslaughter and those who have
signed off against this 5G technology at every level will be easily tracked and traced using
the new unlawful process term for Corona Virus monitoring. Track and Trace also Health
Apps are products for the misinformed to trick them into erosion and finally the loss of their
Sovereignty which is an act of Treason. Whether Sedition, Treason or High Treason or
Malfeasance/ Misfeasance in public office is the charge, will be determined by the now
superior court mechanism.
16. Central and Local Government officials have furthered the false pandemic narrative that has
placed fear amongst the elderly and misinformed masses. Those who have been mislead by
the controlled Government Deep State media, Local Public Servants and Police authorities
carrying out public duties based upon the false pandemic narrative will be hit with liability
claims and further to this the attempted genocide now taking place will have a tremendous
cost levied against Council members implementing the Agenda 21 philosophy which is a wolf
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in sheep’s clothing. Those deaths that are accruing through numbers who should have
received the correct medical attention are linked to those who implement the New World
Orders instruction. Nazi SS military and concentration camp guards that claimed they were
Just following orders met with their maker for doing the same after Nuremburg. Do NOT
think for one minute a second Corona Virus (Microwave Radiation Poisoning) wave/ Vaccine
combination or city wide lock down based on a lie is anything different from the
concentration camp and Ghetto philosophy of the Rothschild, Thyssen, Bush, funded Nazis
1939-45.
Doing your homework indicates it’s the very same banking families that are behind both sets
of events. Silent Weapons Quiet Wars proves this point. It’s the blueprint implemented
through Bilderberg aligned corporations and Deep State operators from the Vatican, City of
London and Washington DC. Notes for your reference and your further research:
https://peerlessreads.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/CvFNF_GovtKiller.mp4
https://archive.org/details/Ew-pa128Report
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/united-nations-new-world-order-now-online
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/track-trace-barnard-castle-glaxo-nhs-cummingsboris-co-inside-job-5g-swqw
https://www.zerohedge.com/sites/default/files/images/user5/imageroot/2016/06/04/bilde
rberg%20group_1.jpg
17. Analysis of the perfect crime title is taken from the research and study of a fellow Common
Law Court thought leader, Romley Stewart from Australia. Reading Romley’s website you
will begin to see that the veil is slowly being pulled back to reveal as he calls it The Justinian
Deception.
What makes this the perfect crime if NOT caught and why you have received this
communication and not just a NOTICE-OF-LIABILITY is that the perfect murder would be one
that you get away with the crime and take the money or should I say take the credit.
Extract: Silent Weapons Quiet Wars.

The same thing is achieved by a government by printing money beyond the limit of
the gross national product, and economic process called inflation. This puts a large
quantity of money into the hands of the public and maintains a balance against
their greed, creates a false self-confidence in them and, for a while, stays the wolf
from the door.
They must eventually resort to war to balance the account, because war ultimately
is merely the act of destroying the creditor, and the politicians are the publicly
hired hit men that justify the act to keep the responsibility and blood off the public
conscience. (See section on consent factors and social-economic structuring.)
https://www.syti.net/GB/SilentWeaponsGB.html#anchor235589
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We live with TRUSTs all around us. Silent Weapons Quiet Wars refers to balancing the
accounts and clearing the Creditor of his funds and making him the Debtor or balancing the
books with our families picking up the tab on death.
Silent Weapons uses the analogy of Inductance, Resistance and Capacitance all electrical and
electronic terms but what the underlying message conveys is the transfer of energy and
power from the Man/ Woman/ Creditor to the Administrator or Debtor.
You and I are the true Creditor, our signature creates the credit, The Banks, Vatican and
Judiciary are the Administrators and Debtors. The Law or Legal mechanism is Admiralty,
Roman and Talmudic Law switched to deceive the Creditor using DOG-LATIN or Babble text
short for Babylonian Law or legalese.
Effectively all contracts are contractual fraud as the language is corrupt or counterfeit.
Romley Stewart states : When you see the truth, You will see the lie.
The Bank of International Settlements in War takes payment from those countries Bonds
who have been terminated (Murder- Genocide - Democide) and pays this into the Treasury
of each Country (Corporation) involved in the War. Those who lose the most lives, get the
greater payment on closing their accounts.
Military intelligence statistics site Deagel.com shows the UK expected population cull to be
from 66 Million to 15 Million by 2025.
http://www.deagel.com/country/United-Kingdom_c0209.aspx

What the Banks, Government and Secret Societies didn’t tell you and I was that World War 3
commenced 2nd June 1953. Silent Weapons Quiet Wars, this was the Oath or allegiance of
Elizabeth Mountbatten Windsor, a Rothschild family lineage member of The Dark Nobility,
The Queen of Swans and Dolphins NOT England to her Nazi husband Philip Mountbatten
Windsor whose sisters all married senior SS Nazi Officers, the controlled media including the
EU funded BBC airbrushed this history from our society, until now.
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The objective of the exercise is that they are going to reduce our numbers and cash our
bonds, then pay themselves the millions that are behind each of our STRAWMAN or
BONDED trading accounts traded on The Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC).
The tools of this War are a manipulated Government’s lies, Social Engineering, Media
Hysteria, Covid19 Vaccines and 5G Microwave Radiation. The combination has initially
created control and fear, moving forward will break your blood brain barrier and kill you
slowly through a cancer related disease, the speed of death is dependent upon the radiation
level you are exposed to. Hospital ward closures, operations cancelled also speed up this
process of the cull with an early death for the ill and infirm.
The cure for cancer has also been kept from the masses would save 200,000 lives a year but
a corrupt parliament has enabled Lynn Thyer and David Noakes to be taken to French Gaols
using unlawful European Arrest Warrants. https://mhracorrupt.st/parliament-guilty/
The creation of the Corona Virus Bill has made the signing off of the DEATH Certificates
simple, would it not be for whistle blower Nurses and Doctors and those of us monitoring
the situation and adding our knowledge to the solutions. Hence the manipulated Cause of
Death Certificates and resulting Covid 19 false statistics.
I’d recommend watching these videos and links as you are now fully informed and please
make sure this information gets to every Councillor and MP in the Greater Manchester
Combined Authority. Mike Kane MP will be getting his own personal copy. Thanks.
Suggested Videos and reading to come up to speed with Trust Law and Secret Government
and the criminal acts some will be a party to.
https://www.moneydoesnotgrowontrees.info/post/common-law-courts-clc-data
https://www.moneydoesnotgrowontrees.info/post/the-secret-world-government-thehidden-hand
https://www.tangentpropertyservices.com/single-post/2020/07/22/The-Perfect-Crime--Romley-Stewart
https://plandemicvideo.com/
Kind Regards,

CLC

Bruce-Robert: Lamb
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